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ABSTRACT2

In this paper we address the problem of designing new formats of computer3
science orientation activities to be offered during high school students internships4
in our bachelor degree. In order to cover a wide range of computer science topics as5
well to deal with soft skills and gender gaps issues, we propose a teamwork format,6
called smart rogaining, that offer engaging introductory activities to prospective7
students in a series of checkpoints dislocated along the different stages of a rogaine.8
The format is supported by smart mobile and web applications. Our proposal is9
aimed at stimulating the interest of participants in different areas of computer10
science and at improving digital and soft skills of participants and, as a side effect,11
of staff members (instructors and university students). In the paper we introduce12
the proposed format and discuss our experience in the editions organized at the13
University of Genoa before the pandemics (2019 and 2020).14

Keywords: Computer Science, Computer Science Education, Orientation, Recruitment and Retention, Technology15
Enhanced Learning, Teamwork, Computational Thinking16

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivations17

Computer science specialists are needed all over the world. Despite the wide range18
of available professional figures, the number of graduates does not match the demand19
of the labor market [26]. Furthermore, education systems are dealing with the impact20
of technology and the fast changing need for new skills and knowledge. In the last ten21
years, the problem of preparing young people for careers in computer science has thus22
attracted considerable attention. Many important initiatives have been proposed by non23
profit international organizations, some of which gained worldwide popularity such as the24
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the Code.org initiative [43, 44, 10] and the joint Informatics Europe and ACM Europe25
Working Group on Informatics Education [6, 7, 19]. In April 2022, the project Programma26
il Futuro [38] inspired by Code.org and by the Computational Thinking principles [55]27
received the first prize for promoting digital competences in Italy.28

To support computer science education, a wide range of new technologies and applications29
have been developed both in industry and academy. For instance, the Scratch Foundation30
guided by Mitchel Resnick, Professor of Learning Research at the MIT Media Lab, in31
collaboration with Google developed Scratch [49] a very popular visual programming32
languages for beginners [34, 46]. The Catrobat organization headed by Professor Wolfgang33
Slany worked for more than ten years to a mobile version of the Scratch language called34
PocketCode [37, 8]. The Micro:bit Foundation designed a series of programmable and35
wearable devices for beginners [50].36

More in general, initiatives for promoting computer science are nowadays organized by37
almost all schools and academic institutes around the world [15]. Formats such as scavenger38
hunt [54, 25, 35], role games [5], online polls [22] are becoming more and more popular39
especially when combined with the use of emerging technology (mobile apps, wearable40
sensors, virtual reality, etc).41

1.2 Research Goal42

Our overall goal is to increase the number of computer science students in our University,43
and to enroll informed students, since our degree (as most Computer Science Bachelor’s44
degrees in Italy) is characterized by a high dropout rate. In this respect internships for high45
school students play a crucial role: they represent the last chance to capture the attention46
of undecided prospective students, and to provide an exposure to the topics that will be47
studied in the degree. Internships have a limited duration (less than one week) and combine48
structured activities (seminars, meetings with instructors, hands-on lab, mini-projects, etc)49
with half-day slots in which it is possible to experiment new formats.50

Our specific research goal is to design reproducible formats for half-day activities51
that could help prospective students in appreciating the beauty, technical contents, and52
professional potential of our discipline. All activities shall be organized by academic53
teachers in collaboration with University students and they shall be offered to high school54
students with different background, and potentially completely novices to computer science.55

Despite the large number of existing computer science dissemination initiatives, our56
research question has to face some important issues:57

• Topic Coverage: A first challenge is to provide, in a short time activity, a sufficiently58
broad overview of the different topics covered in a computer science degree, with a right59
balance between methodological and technological aspects. To appreciate the difficulty,60
the 2012 Computing Classification of the Association for Computing Machinery1 gives61
a comprehensive list of subject categories of our discipline. They range from the Theory62
and Mathematics of Computation to Applied Computing (education, law, economy,63
healthcare, etc.) and Social and Professional Topics.64

1 https://dl.acm.org/ccs
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• Soft-skill: A second challenge is to convince prospective students that our discipline65
also requires soft skills, e.g., teamwork and good interaction skills [32], combined with66
the ability to adapt to the rapid evolution of technology. In addition, as an orientation67
activity for university studies, we aim at stressing the importance of soft skills that are68
crucial for higher education, such as planning, time management, goal prioritization,69
work under stress, reaction to unexpected events.70

• Gender-gap: A closely related challenge is finding strategies for the mitigation of71
gender gap, a problem for the vast majority of computer science degrees [23].72

1.3 Contribution73

To face the above mentioned challenges (topic coverage, soft-skills, and gender-gap), in74
this paper we present a novel teamwork format for internships of limited duration (half day)75
inspired by rogaining outdoor activities and, more in general, by strategic team reasoning.76
Gamification drives the design and implementation of our approach: participants, divided77
into teams, are involved in a rogaine consisting of several checkpoints organized as a series78
of practical activities of the same duration. The activities proposed in the checkpoints79
cover different subject categories of our discipline and combine soft-skills, technology, and80
computational thinking tasks. Differently from scavenger hunt, rogaining requires some81
form of strategic reasoning since teams are forced to select a strict subset of checkpoints to82
visit during the competition. Indeed, by design, the total duration of all activities is larger83
than the duration of the rogaine.84

Our format is aimed at improving student engagement with respect to traditional85
internships activities. Rogaining [45] is an outdoor orienteering sport involving both route86
planning and navigation between checkpoints using a variety of map types. In a rogaine,87
teams usually consisting of two to five members choose which checkpoints to visit within a88
time limit with the intent of maximising their score. Although endurance and competition89
are important aspects, teamwork is probably the central feature of this sport. Rogaining90
is indeed one of the favourite activities in corporate events organised by companies. Our91
format is mainly designed as an indoor navigational activity with a limited time duration (492
hours). During the event, students need to complete a number of checkpoints, consisting of93
both plugged and unplugged computer science activities. Students are exposed to computer94
science both with learning goals (through labs and hands-on activities on basic coding95
concepts) and dissemination goals, to let them approach more advanced and challenging96
topics through short seminars, demos, and exhibits. Since 2019 and before the Covid-1997
pandemics, the format has been applied in orientation events for high school students and98
freshmen of the Computer Science bachelor degree of our University.99

The proposed format is the result of a joint design effort between Computer Science100
instructors, team-building experts (Edutainment Formula) and psychologists. Teamwork101
turned out to be quite effective for stimulating student engagement in hands-on activities102
and projects, especially considering that our interns are part of a large heterogeneous group103
of students. More in general, the format lets the participants exercise different soft skills,104
ranging from intra-personal skills like adaptability and flexibility, to inter-personal skills105
like negotiation, to methodological skills like problem solving.106
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1.4 Smart Technology107

The management of the activity is supported by a mobile web application, namely the108
SR-App (Smart Rogaining App), developed in collaboration with Edutainment Formula. Its109
functionalities have been tested following the orchestrated crowdsourced testing approach110
described in [31]. SR-App allows teams to explore a map with information on checkpoints111
(description, scores, etc), reserve for a single checkpoint activity, and check whether a112
checkpoint is currently locked by another team or not.113

1.5 Experimental Validation114

In this paper, starting from a detailed description of the proposed teamwork orientation115
format, we will discuss soft skills goals for participants and mentors, orienteering goals,116
computer science education goals, and the benefits of introducing a technology support117
both in practice (on the field) and in theory (in the design phase). Furthermore, we elaborate118
on data collected for an experimental evaluation in in the 2019 and 2020 editions at the119
University of Genoa with 135 and 62 participants, respectively. We believe that a discussion120
of our experience could be helpful to evaluate pros and cons for reproducing a similar121
format in other institutes and, perhaps, in other disciplines. Since bachelor, master and PhD122
students are involved as active part of the organization and as mentors for the checkpoint123
activities, our format also offers the opportunity of improving soft skills of university124
students. The paper presents in an integrated and extended way preliminary works mainly125
discussed in a workshop [13, 14, 40, 3].126

1.6 Plan of the Paper127

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.128

• In Section 2 we introduce our teamwork rogaining format as well as learning goals for129
both participants and university students. We also discuss the advantages in using the130
support of a webapp in conducting the event.131

• In Section 3 we describe the challenges used in the two editions.132
• In Section 4 we discuss the experimental evaluation of the format based on relevant133

data collected in the selected editions.134
• In Section 5 we discuss and compare our approach with related work.135
• Finally, in Section 6 we address conclusions and future directions for our research.136

2 SMART ROGAINING FOR ORIENTATION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE

In this section, we present our format and discuss the expected learning outcomes for137
participants and staff members (University instructors and students) and the relevance of138
having the activity supported by a web app, that makes the rogaining smart.139

2.1 Rogaining Format140

Our teamwork format is based on a rogaining activity with a duration of 4 hours. The141
rogaine consists of a collection of checkpoints distributed in different areas of our campus.142
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In the two reported editions we selected rooms from different buildings, floors, departments143
in the campus of the Science Faculty of our University in order to get closer to traditional144
navigational competitions. A score is assigned to each checkpoint based on the distance145
from the home base and on the difficulty of the proposed exercise. As we will describe146
later in this section, in our experience with high school interns we proposed different147
types of challenges ranging from problem solving to tinkering, coding and programming148
labs. In general, it would be desirable to assign different roles or tasks to group members149
in each challenge. Prior to starting with the activity, participants are required to fill in a150
questionnaire to identify their background, skills, and aspects of individual personality that151
are used to form the teams. The goal is to group students in homogeneously heterogeneous152
teams with respect to different axes, e.g., different schools, background, skills, so as to153
balance the competition during the game. Specific attention is paid to gender balancing and154
to avoiding putting interns from the same school or already knowing each other in the same155
team.156

During an initial briefing, a map of the event location and a short description of the157
checkpoint catalogue is assigned to each team. The number of checkpoints must be greater158
than the number of teams (at least 20%). Furthermore, teams are forced to select a subset159
of checkpoints, i.e., the total duration of the event must be much less than the total time160
required by all checkpoints. In the two editions we proposed 15 checkpoints for 12 teams161
and 12 checkpoints for 9 teams, respectively. The duration of the activity at each checkpoint162
is 30 minutes, so the target number of checkpoint to complete is 6-7. Teams have 20 minutes163
to select an initial strategy, i.e., to select the checkpoint list to visit during the challenge.164
Before starting the game each team has to communicate to the game staff a final score165
prediction based on their strategy. The strategy itself is kept secret. The score prediction166
will be useful in the post-game briefing. Two mentors are assigned to each checkpoint. They167
are in charge of the following tasks: explain the activity and the exercise, assign the points168
to the team, evaluate the behaviour of team members, and, finally, notify that the lock has169
been released to all other teams. Staff members have to provide support for implementing170
this kind of non trivial interaction between different teams and checkpoints.171

Checkpoints are locked by teams via the SR-App. Teams are required to lock the next172
checkpoint right after the conclusion of the current one. Therefore, teams may have to173
dynamically modify their strategy and navigation plan.174

When the rogaine time expires, teams return to the home base for the conclusion of the175
game. The organization staff collects score and timings of each group and presents the176
final ranking of the game comparing expected and achieved results. Participants are then177
required to fill in a peer observation form (in the spirit of Bales Interaction Process Analysis178
[2]) for each member of their team.179

An UML-like diagram of the workflow associated to the proposed activity is shown in180
Fig. 6 in Appendix 1 together with additional specifications of roles and role tasks.181

2.2 Learning Goals for Teams and University Students182

Checkpoint activities are proposed by volunteering bachelor, master and PhD students in183
collaboration with staff members. This feature has the nice effect of introducing a novel184
type of soft skills activities in our degrees. Indeed, in most of the cases the design of a185
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Figure 1. SR-App: Campus map with challenges locations (left), and a team leader with
the SR-App (right).

checkpoint lab requires a software artefacts specifically designed for computer science186
education. This task turns out to be a quite non standard, but still interesting, exercise for187
our students. Mentors have to deal with organisational issues in order to manage teams and188
have to strictly interact with staff members before, during and after the game. This creates189
new communication channels between students and staff members that go beyond what is190
required in a standard study program (teamwork in teamwork!). In both editions, mentors191
at checkpoints running the activities are students. Mentors are required to evaluate, via192
simple questionnaires, the level of engagement and the degree of success in completing the193
activity of each team, thus providing feedback to the entire organisation process.194

The game structure itself embeds non trivial computer science concepts. For instance,195
rogaining is built on top of an important concurrent programming pattern, i.e.,196
synchronization. Finding the initial plan is an instance of a variation of the well197
known traveling salesman problem with additional constraints induced by team members198
background and skills.199

During the game at any given time, each checkpoint is assigned to a unique team. Since it200
is not reasonable to lock all checkpoints in advance, teams are required to lock the next201
checkpoint right after the conclusion of the current one. Race conditions are admitted in202
this phase. They are solved by using a FIFO discipline with no pending queues, i.e., if the203
planned checkpoint is locked, teams have to select another free checkpoint and retry in the204
next round.205

Teams have no tutors during the game. Instead they had to follow instructions, maps206
and signs, understand the rules, ask questions to other teams and mentors. The event is207
an anticipation of their future student life, in which they will be required to move from208
one lesson to another, schedule their time for labs and exams, etc. Most important, they209
experience that sometimes is not possible to complete everything in due time, that they may210
need to give up something and take decisions, and that plans need to be realistic. Carefully211
planning is crucial, but unexpected events may happen (e.g., the checkpoint we wanted to212
book is not available) so teams have to dynamically modify their navigation plan, a frequent213
situation in a student career.214

Technology enables a diversification of activities, different perspectives for common215
concepts (e.g. coding via visual languages, modal interfaces, etc), animate the checkpoint216
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activities, provide interesting links for possible insights on theoretical aspects. We decided217
to introduce the rogaining model only after the adoption of a smart app (SR-App) to218
manage the entire event. The app is used by teams and mentors and provide functionalities219
to lock (teams) and unlock (mentors) checkpoints, and to notify these operations and the220
current score of each team to all participants. All these information are shared among all221
participants via a map embedded in the user interface (see Fig. 1). The current game state is222
displayed on a large screen in the home base so that game manager can monitor both teams223
and checkpoints. Telegram is used for fast communication among staff members. Each224
team is equipped with at least one tablet used to monitors the entire game using the SR-App225
as shown in Fig. 1. The app is used for navigational purposes (to find the checkpoints), to226
lock and release a checkpoint.227

The introduction of new game features was enabled by the supporting SR-App.228
Specifically, the possibility of dynamically assigning checkpoints to teams (i.e.,229
locking/unlocking of checkpoint etc) is an easy task for a centralized management of230
the event via the SR-App, while it could be a very hard task to implement via other231
communication tools such as Whatsapp and Telegram without resorting to bot or similar232
artefacts. On another level, the fact that the web app itself had been developed by our233
students, was helpful to demonstrate to interns what a computer science student can realize234
in a Bachelor final project.235

3 CHECKPOINT ACTIVITIES

To give a better idea of the variety of activities that can be included in our format, in this236
section we briefly discuss the challenges organized by staff members and computer science237
students in the two reported editions (2019 and 2020 editions during a one week internship238
for high school students at the University of Genova). Specifically, we first summarize239
the entire set of challenges and then focus on and discuss in greater detail three of them,240
designed by our students.241

The activities offered in the checkpoints give an overview of foundational and applied242
aspects of computer science. Technology is used as a vehicle to show the importance of243
algorithms and programming concepts, they are the engine behind most of the technology244
we used today. Checkpoints combine computational thinking aspects with mathematics,245
physics, and engineering concepts. At the same time, they show different application246
domains such as simulation and serious games, automation and IoT, data analysis, smart247
applications, etc. A summary of the proposed challenges is described in Table 1, while248
Table 2 describes the topic and knowledge elements of each activity, according to the249
ACM/IEEE CC 2020: Computing Curricula 20202, and reports the internship edition in250
which the activity was proposed.251

2 Computing Curricula 2020, CC Task Force https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/education/curricula-
recommendations/cc2020.pdf
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Name Description

Vudù Inspired by the board game with the same name, teams are challenged with questions on logic and computer science
principles.

Color-Run Participants have to find an algorithm for solving the map coloring problem, exponential complexity, with the
minimum possible number of colors.

Pachinko Inspired by Galton’s Machine, the goal is to write a Scratch program to visualize the Gaussian probability distribution.
The-Mind Aimed at stimulating team work in collaborative problem solving tasks, it is inspired to the card game with the same

name.
Memory A cognitive task in which participants challenge each other in order to store the maximum number of piece of data

(colors, words, numbers, etc) in the short-term memory.
Calcolemus Participants got involved in programming tasks using the Sketchware App3 that provides a visual language for creating

Android mobile applications.
Pinball-Wizard Teams had to customize a flipper simulator in the Pocketcode4 app so as to make it controllable using tablet gyroscope

and accelerometer.
Heartbeat The goal is to create a pedometer prototype using the wearable microcontroller Microbit5 that comes equipped with

an accelerometer. An initial template in the makecode visual language6 is provided to participants.
Fast-and-Furious Teams have to modify the controller of an Arduino car in order to boost its engine when required by the user via a

predefined smartphone app.
Micropython Participants have to solve programming tasks related to explore the functionalities of the Micro:Bit microcontroller

including radio communication via the Micropython library7).
Dashboarding-is-
not-a-crime

Teams have to use the Node-red graphical environment8 and the educational version of the Ubidots IoT platform9 to
build a web dashboard to visualize aggregated analysis of data acquired from sensors.

Catch-the-flag A problem solving challenge inspired by cybersecurity: Participants have to decrypt secret messages exchanged
between airplane pilots and control tower operators with the help of a series of hidden clues.

3D-Coding Teams are required to create a model of a 3D logo using Beetleblocks10, a coding tool for 3D drawings. The model is
then used to print the logo in 3D.

Hacking-
Videogames

Teams are required to create, using Scratch or Python, a custom bot in the RLBot platform11 to modify the behavior
of a racer car in the Rocket League videogame12.

Skeleton Teams are required to apply the DeepLabCut 13 engine, a deep learning architecture, to identify parts of a body in
video frames so as to perform simple analysis of human movement such as walking.

Tangible-Coding Participants use a collection of physical shapes as a real programming language. Tangible programmers are given a set
of simple and colored 3D shapes representing nouns and verbs, and very simple rules to build the tangible sentence
(i.e. the program). Participants learn basic concept such as sequence, the effect of changing the order of elements, and
the power of selection constructs.

School-of-Rock Participants create music instruments for their rock band using Makey Makey14 and Scratch15.
Whiplash Teams create sounds and rhythms using the concurrent language Sonic Pi that provides Ruby programming libraries

for live coding16.
Codinji Inspired to the Jumanji movie, participants use Scratch 3.0 to create a videogame based on simple blocks for webcam

motion capture to insert the video captured by the webcam as a background for a Scratch game.
Alien-vs-
Terminator

The challenge was based on a VR game specifically designed by computer science students in Unity and implemented
for collaborative teamwork.

Table 1. Checkpoint Description.

3.1 Checkpoints Designed by University Students252

In this subsection, we provide some additional details on three checkpoints that were253
specifically designed for their use in the smart rogaining competition by University students254
as projects of bachelor/master courses. The examples show a concrete example of learning255
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Name Topic Knowledge Editions

Vudù Logic and Computer Science ACT 2019
Color-Run Algorithms and Complexity ACT, PSTS 2019,2020
Pachinko Algorithms and Complexity ACT, MS 2019,2020
The-Mind Intelligent Systems CT, MS 2019
Memory Intelligent Systems ACT, MS 2019
Calcolemus Software Development PSTS 2019
Pinball-Wizard Software Development ACT, CT 2019,2020
Heartbeat Embedded Systems ACT, CT 2019
Fast-and-Furious Embedded Systems ACT, CT 2019
Micropython Embedded Systems ACT, CT 2020
Dashboarding-is-not-a-crime Internet of Things ACT, CT 2019,2020
Catch-the-flag Security Issues and Practice CT, EIP, PSTS 2020
3D-Coding Computer Graphics CT, PSTS 2019
Hacking-Videogames Computer Graphics CT, PSTS 2020
Skeleton Computer Vision/AI CT, EIP 2019,2020
Tangible-Coding Computer Vision/AI ACT, CT 2019,2020
School-of-Rock Tinkering CT, ACT 2019,2020
Whiplash HCI/Programming CT, PSTS 2019
Codinji HCI/Programming CT, PSTS 2019,2020
Alien-vs-Terminator Virtual Reality CT, PSTS 2019,2020

Table 2. Knowledge elements from the ACM/IEEE Computing Curricula 2020:
ACT=Analytical and Critical Thinking; EIP=Ethical and Intercultural Perspectives;
CT=Collaboration and Teamwork; MS=Mathematics and Statistics; PSTS=Problem
Solving and Trouble Shooting.

Figure 2. The main steps of our software components, on an example (bambina=girl,
bambino=boy, scimmia=monkey, bosco=woods, casa=house).

outcomes for computer science university students: designing application that can be tested256
on the field with large number of users.257

The first example is Tangible Coding, a programming activity based on physical shapes258
used as instructions [18, 24, 48]. On the back-end of the tangible coding activity, there259
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Figure 3. (a) The Unity interface presented to the attackers’ team: top view of the game
and interface to create custom enemies. (b) The VR player tries to dodge the enemies
created by the group in the foreground (the attackers).

was an interpreter of the objects sequences composed by different artificial intelligence260
modules (see Fig. 2, right), going from the acquisition of an image depicting the sequence of261
objects, to the localization and recognition of the shapes on the image, to the generation of262
a fantasy short story using Natural Language Processing principles. The shape recognition263
task has been addressed with a Convolutional Neural Network17 we designed and trained264
from scratch, collecting a set of shape images under different environmental conditions265
(∼7300 images, the 80% of which has been used for training, the remaining samples for266
validation). We also included a data augmentation procedure to increase the robustness267
against shape orientations variability. The model has been assessed directly on the field268
during lab sessions, achieving the 89% of recognition rate. The shape recognition returns269
an ordered list of labels which is fed to the following text generation module to produce a270
sentence in a natural language (italian), following a simple rule based approach. Participants271
were presented the technical details of the back-end technology, and then they were asked272
to test the system.273

The second example is the Codinji challenge. The webcam blocks available in Scratch274
3.0 are used to detect video motion in the current position of a sprite in order to simulate275
the interaction between the real player and the sprites in the game. This feature can be used276
to create games involving groups of participants. The Scratch application with the webcam277
video as a background was projected in a large screen in front of participants filmed by a278
webcam. Two teams can then play against each other in order to catch different types of279
sprites floating in the game board.280

Finally, in the Alien vs Terminator challenge, one student (the VR player, see Fig. 3(b))281
wears an HMD 18 for VR and is immersed in a virtual environment, where some sphere-282
shaped enemies attack him from every direction. The remaining participants are split283
into two teams: defenders and attackers. Defenders monitored the virtual scene from a284

17 https://keras.io/
18 HTC Vive Pro headset
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top viewpoint, and their mission was to help the person immersed in VR to dodge the285
enemies. Attackers’ objective was to outsmart the defenders’ team communication and hit286
the VR player by creating custom enemies with special features, e.g., different mesh and287
collider size, velocity, or transparency of the texture, using the Unity editor. Specifically, the288
attackers’ team had to use the Unity editor in play mode (the debug tool built in the editor289
is shown in Fig. 3(a)) as if they were real developers. We created a reusable asset (prefab)290
of a standard enemy, which the students could instantiate at run time, and several scripts.291
By default, the enemy prefab was disabled in the scene. The students had to instantiate an292
enemy, modify its parameters and behaviors, and finally enable it to finalize the spawning293
process. The scripts we provided modified e.g. mesh size, collider size, speed, spawning294
position, and direction of movement. In the beginning, a tutor briefly explains the basics of295
the Unity editor interface: how to assemble custom enemies using pre-built scripts, tweak296
their parameters and activate the created game objects (~5 minutes). After the game starts,297
the attackers have about 10 minutes to defeat the VR player. The defenders win if the298
VR player survives. After one match, the two teams switch roles, and a new VR player is299
chosen.300

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we discuss the evaluation of the proposed model in terms of data301
collected from the 2019 and 2020 internships editions. After shortly describing the302
setup, i.e., providing some details about the editions, we discuss the results in terms303
of teamwork evaluation, rogaine evaluation, effectiveness for recruitment and orientation304
and effectiveness for ensuring informed enrollment and contrasting dropout.305

4.1 Experimental Setup: Analysed Editions306

Interns are high school students enrolled in 12-th grade (majority) and 13-th grade. The307
period was early February. Table 3 summarizes basic facts about the editions.308

Year 2019 2020
students 135 62
females 44 18
12th grade 80 17
distinct schools 37 28
teams 12 9
checkpoints 15 12

Table 3. Basic facts about the two reported editions

4.2 Teamwork Evaluation309

Teams were asked to declare their scores before starting the rogaine. Table 4 report310
declared (before game start) and obtained scores for the teams in the two editions. Note311
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that all the teams quite relevantly underestimated their performances. This is quite typical312
in this kind of activities. Teams were overall quite cautious in predicting their scores. This313
could be due to the fact that teams are formed by students that did not know each other314
before starting the activity.

Edition Average Stdev Average Stdev Delta Ratio
decl decl obt s obt (obt-decl) (obt/decl)

2019 580 57,74 803 42,79 + 223 138,4%
2020 596 121,29 936 93,83 + 340 157%

Table 4. Declared (decl) and obtained (obt) scores for teams in the two editions.

315

At the end of the activities, a peer evaluation is performed [17, 41]. Figure 4 summarizes316
the results of the peer evaluation questionnaire aggregating student responses according to317
the three relevant dimensions: climate, productivity and process. The final questionnaire318
contained eighteen questions, six per dimension. Students are required to observe teams with319
respect to different behaviors. Possible answers are: behavior observed, opposite behavior320
observed, no observation for this behavior. Examples of questions are "Encourage, support321
and help others" (climate), "Quickly acquire information, learn from others" (productivity),322
"Work out analysis and evaluation on costs/benefits on multiple possibilities" (process).323
Note that an ideal team should have a perfect balance (33%) of the three dimensions.324
The fact we got a light unbalance towards climate is coherent both with the age of the325
participants and with the joyful atmosphere during the activity.326

Figure 4. Dimensions in teams, according to the peer evaluation questionnaire, in the two
editions
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We also analysed the evaluation that mentors assigned to each team during the entire327
activity. The mean scores turned out be: 4.5 for engagement and 4.7 for the activity328
completion (in both cases in a 1-5 scale). As a positive outcome we observed a very low329
variance among different teams and different checkpoint: all computed average values by330
team and by checkpoints are comprised between 4 and 5. This outcome seems to validate331
the criteria that we adopted for team formation and for the selection of the checkpoint332
activities.333

4.3 Rogaine Evaluation and Student Appreciation334

Figure 5 reports the appreciation for the activity by the interns, obtained from an335
anonymous post-internship questionnaire. The figure reports the overall evaluation for336
the rogaining activity, the average evaluation for all the other activities proposed during the337
one-week internship, and average, minimum, and maximum evaluation of the individual338
checkpoints. All evaluations are on a scale 1 (I didn’t like it at all) to 5 (I liked it a lot).339

We also collected data during the rogaining contest via the SR-App. More precisely, the340
sequence of visited checkpoints for each team and the time required to complete each task.341
These data turned out to be quite useful in order to integrate the parameters selected via the342
agent-based simulation of the rogaine with a finer tuning of duration and physical location343
of each checkpoint. We also exploit the large number and high frequency of the requests to344
the SR-App as a stress test for the SR-App itself. Logged data related to use of the SR-App345
user interface have been employed in order to test and improve the usability of the SR-App346
itself using the crowd-sourced testing methodology explained in [31]. All the internship

Figure 5. Student appreciation

347
activities were very well received, but the rogaining was one of the most appreciated ones348
(in the top-2 for both the editions). All checkpoints received very positive evaluations.349
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4.4 Rogaine Effectiveness for Recruitment and Orientation350

The main motivation for organizing such activities is ensuring informed enrollment and351
contrasting dropout. We thus measure the effectiveness of the proposed events in terms of (i)352
percentage of the participants that changed their mind in terms of enrolling/not enrolling in353
the Computer Science BSc after participation to the internship (collected through a pre/post354
questionnaire) (ii) analysis of the careers of students that participated to the events and then355
actually enrolled to our degree.356

Before presenting the data, we need to point out two limitations. First of all, as already357
discussed, the rogaine events are part of a longer internship and what we are discussing358
here is the effectiveness of the entire internship, not of the rogaine alone. Second, in order359
to attract students from different geographical area, the team participants are from different360
areas. After analysing our data, we realize that almost only students from close areas361
actually enrolled to our university. We are able to monitor the career only of local students,362
thus the analysis of careers is partial (and on a limited sample).363

In terms of effectiveness for orientation and recruitment:364

• 39.4% of the participants that then actually enrolled to our degree declared an effect of365
the internship on the decision of enrolling in the Computer Science BSc (from mildly366
interested to strongly interested),367

• 15.15% of the participants that then actually enrolled to our degree declared a strong368
effect of the internship on the decision of enrolling in the Computer Science BSc (from369
not interested to strongly interested).370

Information are collected by internship pre and post interviews and we restrict to participants371
then are currently actually enrolled in our degree. Note that there is also a positive372
orientation effect of the internship in terms of discouraging enrollment of participants373
with a misconception of programming and computer science.374

In terms of career analysis, some results are reported in Table 5. The table report:375

• the number of participants to one of the editions of the internship that enrolled to one376
of the possible cohorts, and those that are still enrolled19;377

• the dropout rate, which is lower than the dropout rate of the entire population, which is378
around 23%;379

• the female numbers and percentages of initial and current enrollments (higher than the380
percentage on the overall enrollments, which is 10-12%);381

• the average percentage of acquired ECTS over the total ECTS that can be acquired382
(much higher than the average on the entire enrolled students, which is 27,8%).383

The lower dropout rate for 2021 can also be due to the fact that we are observing just one384
semester, while students of cohort 2019 are now in the 6th and last semester of the Bachelor.385

19 Since our internship involved students in 12th and 13th grade, 2020 cohort collected students from both the editions, while 2019
cohort only students that were attending 13th grade in 2019 edition, and 2021 cohort only students that were attending 12th grade in
2020 edition.
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The lower percentage of acquired ECTS for cohort 2020 compared to 2019 and 2021 can386
be likely due to the effect of distance learning and COVID-19 pandemic, a similar effect387
can be observed in the entire student population. Overall, the much higher percentages388
of female students and of acquired ECTS seem to give further strength to orientations389
initiatives aimed at increasing both engagement and coverage of the different areas of390
computer science.391

cohort enrollments dropout rate female enrollments avg ECTSfreshmen current freshmen current
2019 13 11 19% 2 (15%) 2 (18%) 85%
2020 28 23 18% 5 (18%) 5 (22%) 61%
2021 10 9 10% 3 (30%) 3 (33%) 81%

Table 5. Enrollments and careers of internship participants. The total number of enrolled
students per year is as follows: 232 in 2019, 241 in 2020, and 286 in 2021.

5 RELATED WORK

This section discusses most relevant related work. It starts discussing general studies on392
Computer Science orientation, including gender issues. We then focus on gamified and app-393
supported activities, most notably scavenger hunts, that are close to the format we propose.394
We then specifically discuss work related to two specific challenges of the proposed activity,395
namely topic coverage (including elements of novelty of the checkpoint activities designed396
by our students) and soft-skills.397

5.1 Orientation to Computer Science and Gender Issues398

Recruiting and retaining STEAM majors is an ongoing challenge for colleges and399
universities. The issue is even more relevant for Computer Science and IT higher education,400
given the shortage of qualified workforce [12, 47] and [36] for a report in the Italian401
education system.402

The issue of how to attract students have been investigated, with specific attention to403
gender issues [9, 33], attributing the reasons of gender unbalance mainly to insufficient404
early experience, lack of role model, and stereotypes. More in general, gender issues in405
STEM are attributed to the importance of communal or other-oriented goals for female406
students. In this respect, our format fights stereotypes by putting emphasis on teamwork and407
communication, and promotes self-efficacy by the solution of simple assignments associated408
with checkpoints and is well suited to covering diverse topics related to other-oriented409
domains (like, e.g., environmental and sanitary applications). Offering an internship or410
participation to a summer camp earlier in a student’s undergraduate career [1] not only411
allows participants to gain confidence in their ability to apply their skills to real world412
problems, but have been demonstrated useful in piquing interest, exposing students to413
different topics.414
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The longer the activity, the highest the effectiveness, our challenge is to design an activity415
that does not require too much time (e.g., [28] that lasts a whole semester).416

A relevant related problem is the high dropout rate in IT higher education studies [27,417
26, 21]. Among the most frequently proposed solution to mitigate this problem we found418
tutoring and early assistantship programs.419

5.2 Gamification, Rogaining, and Scavenger Hunts420

The advantages of gamification in education and in computer science education421
specifically, have been thoroughly investigated [20, 30, 4]. For instance, gamification422
has been frequently applied in order to improve student retention [54]. In this context423
Augmented/Virtual Reality (AR/VR) and Internet of Things (IoT) technology can424
substantially improve the student experience especially when the activities are organized in425
an University environment [25, 35]. Game-development approaches have been proposed426
also in introducing novices to coding [42], bringing advantages in terms of motivation,427
fun, commitment, and enthusiasm. Gamification is being used also for orientation and428
formats such as scavenger hunt [54, 25, 35] are very common for university orientation, but429
also role games [5] and are more and more frequently combined with the use of emerging430
technology (mobile apps, wearable sensors, virtual reality, etc) [16, 22].431

A unique feature of our format is the association of computer-related hands on activities432
to checkpounts, thus combining elements coming from early internships, assistantship433
programs, and gamification principles applied in the recruitment phase (orientation activities434
for senior high school students). It is indeed important to remark that the gamification435
principle used in the rogaining teamwork model provides a perfect context in which436
to embed a heterogeneous set of activities covering basic topics of the bachelor degree437
(programming, complexity, mathematics, etc) as well as topics and applications related438
to advanced courses (artificial intelligence, computer security, IoT, etc). In other words,439
the rogaine competition replaces more traditional orientation activities with a learning by440
doing experience with a direct contact with other students (i.e., early assistantships) and441
instructors. The only similar format that can be found in the literature is the Run and Solve442
competition focused on mathematics as a part of Caucasus Mathematical Olympiad [39].443

5.3 Topic Coverage444

The checkpoints included in our rogaining events are based on very different technologies445
and applications ranging from coding and computational thinking to artificial intelligence446
and virtual reality. For what concerns recruitment activities based on computational thinking447
and coding, in the literature we can find several important initiatives based on visual448
languages and human interaction tools [46, 44, 43, 50]. Since our activities assume no449
prior programming background, some checkpoints propose coding activities relying on450
visual languages, one of the most difficult points is the selection of an adequate set of451
building blocks that each player can use in order to specify interactions between sprites452
in the virtual world or between the human player and the virtual sprites. Scratch [46, 34]453
and Pocketcode [37] are perfect tools for stimulating creativity while learning coding by454
examples and experiments. Indeed, Scratch was created to foster computational creativity.455
Scratch also provides some mechanisms for the multiplayer mode. However, these features456
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are not easy to control, present several limitations (e.g., cloud variables can be used only by457
expert users) and very few examples are available. Scratch 3.0 has introduced the motion458
capture blocks that revealed to be a perfect means for collaborative activities for group459
of students and that we used in one checkpoint to create competitions between student460
teams standing in front of a large screen showing a Scratch 3.0 app in which participants461
interact with sprites. In addition to all the features provided by Scratch, Pocketcode provides462
blocks for controlling games using sensor data providing additional tangible experience463
to lab participants. We exploit this feature in the Pocketcode app to be realized in a464
checkpoint. Concerning the coding language (shapes) adopted in the checkpoint on tangible465
coding, we took inspiration by approaches on teaching principles of coding for very young466
children proposed in [18, 24, 48]. In the Virtual Reality checkpoint, the activity has been467
designed in a simplified virtual world (a single room) in order to avoid problems such as468
simulation sickness and loss of immersiveness [29] (see also [56, 51, 53, 52]) that however469
are challenging problems for more complex VR applications.470

Although each checkpoint activity has innovative aspects with respect to coding471
laboratories that we are aware of, we remark that the novelty of our proposal is the472
entire model in which rogaining is used as a perfect means to integrate very different473
computer science areas and applications that students will encounter in their future career.474
Furthermore, the model and the supporting tools such as the SR-App can be easily adapted475
to other disciplines by modifying the activities in the checkpoints.476

5.4 Soft Skills477

The importance of teamwork for computer science orientation had been recognized very478
soon [12], and, in recent years activities based on the development of teamwork and social479
interaction skills are gaining more and more attention [32].480

The proposed format, differently from scavenger hunt [54], requires some form of481
planning and goal prioritization, since teams are forced to select a strict subset of482
checkpoints to visit during the competition, and of dynamic re-planning (reaction to483
unexpected events) in case the planned checkpoint activity is occupied by another team.484
Thus, our format allows participants to train planning, goal prioritization, time management,485
and negotiation skills. The use of gamification for soft skills such as planning and goals486
prioritization has been recently proposed for to-do list management in [11].487

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper we presented an innovative teamwork format for short activities (4/5 hours)488
offered during internships for high school students at our University. The format has489
been applied in many different occasions and with different configurations, starting from490
2019. The format has been designed considering important challenges in computer science491
orientation and education such as coverage of the wide range of topics of our discipline492
(using the different activities proposwed in the checkpoints), the need of acquiring both493
technical and soft skill (e.g. strategy and team work during the rogaine), and the need of494
reducing gender gap and improving inclusion (combining soft skills and activities related495
to several different application domains such as data analysis, IoT, healthcare, etc).496
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Our format can be easily customized by adding other type of activities to improve coverage.497
Indeed, checkpoints may range from more theoretical to more practical ones. Furthermore,498
the small number of members in teams allows us to optimize the use of specific hardware499
resources such as AR/VR visors, tablets, and devices. Some of our students were involved500
in the design of the software and hardware used in the activities. This provides an additional501
clear example of technical skills that could be acquired by studying computer science. Our502
students were also involved in the design of checkpoints, achieving a further meta-goal503
besides the orientation one: showing students how to convey computer science concepts504
and methods in a limited amount of time and in an engaging way.505

In principle our format and web app can be applied to other disciplines by changing the506
contents (or the goals) of the checkpoints.507

The activity turned out to be appreciated by the participants, and, together with the508
internship program it is part of, to be effective in promoting informed enrollment to our509
degree, as shown by the analysis reported in Section 4.510

After the COVID-19 pandemic, the challenge we are facing is the preparation of activities511
in blended learning with both students in presence and in remote. We have recently512
organized a first experiment in this direction dividing 120 high school interns in two513
equally distributed groups. Both groups attended the same presentations and the same514
laboratories proposed in the two versions. We have collected data for both groups and we515
plan to carry out a detailed evaluation the experience in order to compare the performance516
of the different activities using the same model adopted for the rogaining events.517
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1 WORKFLOW SPECIFICATION OF THE ROGAINING ACTIVITY

Figure 6. Slow Rogaining architecture.

Fig. 6 shows an UML-like diagram of the workflow associated to the team-based rogaining703
activity described in the paper.704

In the UML scheme the rogaining scenario is divided in two workspaces: the outdoor705
workspace where the on-the-field team members move through checkpoints and where706
domain experts organize their challenges, and the control room for organizers and team707
coordinators, the latter ready to advise and interact with their teammates.708

The team formation is a fundamental stage and is supposed to take place in a preliminary709
preparation phase. Each team is equipped with a map of the area. The map can be either710
static (can be read by anyone and shows where challenges are located and their peculiar711
information) or dynamic, providing dynamic and updated information on where the teams712
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Figure 7. Slow Rogaining team preparation.

Figure 8. Slow Rogaining game.

are located and the status of each challenge (free or occupied). The dynamic map is an713
extension of the static one, but it can be accessed only by people in the control room714
workspace. Challenges are created by domain experts who define their features such as the715
topic of the challenge, the points that can be earned by solving it and the difficulty. Each716
challenge takes place in a different location of the event area - inside the outdoor workspace.717
Team members can face the challenge only when they physically reach its location. The718
general scheme also considers the possibility of using the SR-App to submit quizzes to the719
different teams during the rogaine, e.g., to provide additional information on the proposed720
laboratories or to simply to increase the difficulty level of the challenge.721

The domain expert is responsible for creating the various challenges according to the722
theme of the event. Each team is uniquely identified via the team credentials used to access723
SR-App. The idea behind splitting inside a team is not a physical, but only a logical,724
role-based one, for better shaping ‘who does what’ based on the participants attitudes.725
Sub-roles of ‘on-the-field’ members can be for example the team leader, the challenge726
leader, and the query leader. The team leader emerges during the game progress according727
to how the members behave and interact with others. The other two roles are also assigned728
at runtime and can be adopted, possibly by different members, each time a team reaches a729
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challenge. The on_the_filed team members other than the current challenge/query leaders730
will support either the resolution of the challenge or query answering. The last role is731
the team coordinatore. She/he has a complete view of the situation on the field and can732
suggest the next move when replanning is needed. The main stages of the process, which733
are depicted in Figures 7 and 8. We do not include briefing and the debriefing stages. The734
organisers set up the rogaining event by exploiting some team formation algorithm and735
by communicating to each participant the team they belong to. Once everything is set,736
each team has some time to consult the map, discuss and exploit some strategy creation737
algorithm in order to choose jointly the best strategy to follow. At that time, in each team738
an initial internal structure, with roles associated with participants, is arranged. Each team739
waits for the three-two-one-go command of the organizer to then move to the first challenge740
chosen according to its strategy. In the event that such challenge is occupied the team moves741
to one of those not faced yet. As shown in Figure 8, when a team has reached a challenge742
there are two possibilities: to solve or to fail.743
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